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Abstract: Wasan (traditional Japanese mathematics) as well as their important spin-C!tfs the 
Sangaku (mathematics tablets) discussed in this article are a part C!f Japan's unique cultural 
heritage. They were written on Ema (wooden votive tablets) and presented as offirings at 
shrines and temples in order to thank the gods. 
In the present article, Ifirst will introduce a bri~fhistOlY C!fWasan, with strong emphasis 
on the development of Sangaku, which is followed by two examples C!f Sangaku problems .fiAom 
Kon 'ou Shrine and their modern mathematical solutions. 
It is my sincere hope that the elegance of Wasan 's way of looldng at things and way C!f 
thinking, the velY essence of mathematics in Edo culture, will be brought to lifo once again in 
modern mathematics education. 
Key Words: Sangaku (mathematics tablet), Kon 'nou Shrine, Formula of Keishigen, 
Formula of Soukogel1, Formula of Shousa 
1 Introduction 
Western mathematics was introduced in the 
Japanese school system at the begimling of the Meiji 
Period. In order to distinguish between the 
mathematics of the Edo Period and Western 
mathematics, the mathematics of the Edo Period is 
referred to as Wasan (Japanese mathematics). With 
the introduction of mathematics as Westenl 
mathematics in Japanese schools, the number of 
people leanling Wasan steadily declined. At present, 
with Wasan researchers at the forefront, research on 
Wasan is being conducted actively and, through 
writings and events, Wasan culture is being spread to 
the world. In Heisei 20 (2008), events were held on a 
national scale in commemoration of the 300th 
anniversary of the death ofTakakazu Seki, a man 
who is referred to as a "sage of mathematics." At the 
same time, Wasan is also increasingly being 
reevaluated. Furthennore, one increasingly sees 
reports of practical lesson trials or other research 
which attempts to make use of Wasan in 
mathematics education. 
The custom of making "Sangaku offerings," 
which is discussed in this article, is a part of Japan's 
unique mathematics culture which began around the 
middle of the Edo Period. It is thought that in Edo, 
the political, economic and cultural center of Japan, 
an enormous number of Sangalal were dedicated as 
offerings. It is written in "Sangaku Shinteild" 
(y oshitaka Muraki, Enpou 8 (1681)) that Sangaku 
were being dedicated as offerings throughout Edo at 
the time. It has also been noted elsewhere that 
Sangaku were dedicated as offerings at Meguro 
Fudo (Ryusenji), near our school. From the 
publication of "Shinpeki Sanpou" (Sadatsugu Fujita, 
Kansei 1 (1789)), a collection of Sangaku, and others, 
we can surmise that a great number of people from 
all walks of life held an active interest in Sangaku. 
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However, most of the Sangalai dedicated in 
the ema halls of shrines and temples have been 
damaged by the weathering of time or destroyed by 
fires and wars; to the point that only about 1,000 
Sangalai survive intact to this day in all of Japan. 
Especially 111 Tokyo, where such a large number of 
Sangalai had been presented as offerings, for reasons 
such as those listed above, the number of surviving 
Sangalai is extremely small. In Iwate Prefecture, 
Yamagata Prefecture and other parts of the Tohoku 
Region and in Nagano Prefecture, there are a large 
number of surviving Sangalai and, in tun1, Wasan 
research in these areas is very active. 
2 Wasan and Idai Keishou(fhe Passing on 
of Difficult Problems) 
When introducing Wasan, it is first necessary 
to introduce the Wasan treatise, "Jinlwuki."Written 
and published by Mitsuyoshi Yoshida in Kan' ei 4 
(1627), "Jinlwuki," is a mathematical treatise which 
is ~ell-la10W11 to many people. Mitsuyoshi Y oshjda, 
a mell1ber of the Kyoto Suminokura Clan of 
n1erchants, had studied the Chinese mathematical 
treatise, "Sanpou Tousou," under the tutelage of 
father and son, Ryoui Suminokura and Soan 
SlUl1inokura. Soan Suminokura is the man best 
la10W11 for publishing the great reproduction of 
classical writings, "Sagabon." Yoshida, using 
"Sanpou Tousou" as a model, created mathematical 
problell1s which were intimately related to the 
realities of day-to-day life in Japan at the time, 
publishing then1 as "JinlwuJd."FrOll1 its illustrations 
to its overall style, "JinJwuJd" is an exceptional book 
which draws from the literary legacy of the great 
work, "Sagabon." "JinJwuki" was also a lifestyle 
n1anual explaining, in both minute and considerate 
detail, methods for using the calculation tool called 
the "soroban" (abacus), which was necessary for 
people in their daily lives at that time. As the abacus 
was coming into common use across Japan, a slew 
of Wasan treatises imitating "Jinlwuki" also began to 
appear. Also, because these imitations of"Jinlwuld" 
continued to be published without relent, Yoshida 
revised "JinlwuJd" several times. In "Revised 
Jinlwuki," published in Kan' ei 18 (1641 ), Yoshida 
included 12 mathematics problems, without answers, 
at the back of the book, writing, "There are those out 
there who are teaching mathematics at the level of 
"Jinkouki." People studying mathematics probably 
have no way ofla10wing whether their teacher is 
competent or not, so I will teach you a method for 
judging the ability of your teacher. I shall write here 
twelve problems without answers. You may judge 
the ability of your teacher by whether or not he can 
solve these problems."These problems are called 
"idai (problems left behind)" or "konomi 
(favorites)." 
~......---,"-"-=".-:-:-.. --.. -~-"~ .-- " l 
®~"I 
", 
An Actual Problem (Idai from "Revised Jinkouki") 
There is a right triangle whose perpendicular side 
and vertical side have a sum value of 81 and 
whose perpendicular side and horizontal side 
have a sum value of 72. Find the area of this 
triangle and the lengths of its three sides. 
The solutions to Yoshida's idai were revealed 
12 years later, in Shou'ou 2 (1653), in "Sanryourolai," 
which was written by a young mathematician named 
Tomosumi Enami. In imitation ofY oshida, Enami 
also wrote his oW11 set of 8 idai problems in the back 
of his book. Enami' s publication stimulated other 
mathematicians to publish their works with solutions 
to the idai of''Jinkould'' along their OW11 sets of id'ai. 
Examples include "Enpou Shikanki," written by 
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Shunjuu Hatsusaka in 1657, "Sanpou Ketsugishou," 
written by Yoshinori Isomura in 1659 and "Sanpou 
Kongenki," written by Masaoki Satoh in 1669. 
So began the nlathematical question and 
answer "relay," in which one would publish a 
Wasan treatise with solutions to previous idai while 
also including new idai of one's own creation. This 
relay process is called "idai keishou" (the passing on 
of difficult problems). It goes without saying that 
these idai became progressively more difficult, 
while at the same time spurring the development of 
new kinds of arithmetical operations. 
For example, Takakazu Seki (ca. Kan'ei 
19 (1642) - Houei 5 (1708)) devised the 
"Boushohou Method., I"a nlethod for algebraic 
calculation on paper, in order to solve an idai fronl 
Kazuyuki Sawaguchi's "Ko"-rin Sanpould" (Kanbun 
11 (1671)). The result of this was later introduced in 
Seki's "Hatsubi Sanpou." It appears that many 
Wasan mathematicians at the tU11e did not fully 
understand boushohou (the FOTI11ula of Tenzan), 
leading Seki's disciple, Katahiro Takabe, to explain, 
based on concrete problems, the Tenzan Formula in 
greater detail within the pages of "Hats ubi Sanpou 
Endangenkai." It can rightly be said that "idai 
keishou" contributed greatly to the development of 
Wasan. 
3 The Offering of Sangaku 
The tenn Sangaku refers to ema (votive 
tablets) on which mathematical problems were 
written and which were dedicated at shrines and 
temples. It is said that the custom of offering 
Sangaku began in the Kanbun Era (around 1660), in 
the middle of the Edo Petiod. Common people of 
the Edo Period dedicated Sangaku as expressions of 
gratitude to the gods for having been able to solve 
mathematical problems and as prayers to be able to 
apply themselves ever more to their studies. With 
shrines and temples, as centers of social discourse 
1 Boushohou would later develop into what is called the Tenzan 
Fonnula. ill tenns of West em mathematics, it is comparable to 
literal expressions. 
for C0111l110n people at the tinle, also being places for 
showing one's achievenlents, there also appeared 
Sangaku which were dedicated with only idai, 
without answers. About 1,000 Sangaku exist to this 
day.2 The cust011l of offering Sangaku is considered 
to be a conlpletely runque aspect of Japanese culture 
for winch nothing sinnlar exists anywhere in the 
world. 
As can also be understood frOll1 the 
background which produced Sangaku, the 
mathenlatical culture of the Edo Peliod was 
extremely advanced, had diverse contents ranging 
from mathematical ganles to fully-fledged 
ll1athenlatics and also offers us a wealth of content 
and topics which are applicable to the 1l10denl 
111athenlatics taught in schools. In the Meiji Period, 
Japan made the conversion to Westenl mathelnatics, 
so few people now know of FVasan. Anndst such a 
backdrop, however, Wasan, with its multitude of 
topics intil11ately related to daily life, is being 
reevaluated., as is the case with the application of 
Wasan to the nlathenlatics taught in school. At the 
Japan Society for Mathematical Education research 
symposiruns, too, an increasing nunlber of reports of 
Wasan being put into actual practice in the 
classroOl11 are being subInitted. In addition, the 
non-profit organization" Wasan" is engaged in 
activities to bring this long-forgotten Edo Period 
cultural tradition back to life in modem mathematics 
education. One example of their activities, based 
upon the Wasan custOl11 of offering Sangalal, is the 
holding of a '''Let's Make Sangaku!' Competition," 
with the best works being dedicated, as fIne 
eXa111ples of Sangaku, at Kanda Shrine in the 
Ochanomizu District of Tokyo. I would like, by all 
means, to apply Sangaku and Wasan, both 
invaluable cultural assets left to us by our ancestors, 
to the mathematics classroom. 
3.1. Sanpou Shoujo (Arithmetic Girl) 
2 If one includes other Sangalat which are mentioned in 
existing records or other literature, the number becomes 
significantly larger. 
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\\Then first showing Wasan and Sangaku 
to students, I recommend introducing them to the 
work of historical fiction, "Sanpou Shoujo" (En doh 
Hiroko, Chikuma Shobo Ltd., 2006). Having 
students read this book is vel)' effective in helping 
students understand the cultural elements of Wasan 
in the Edo Period. The title, "Sanpou ShOLljO, 
originally belonged to a treatise on Wasan. Written 
and published by Touzo Chiba in An' ei 4 (1775), it 
is a book about mathematics. Recently, the book 
"Reading the Wasan Treatise, 'Sanpou Sho0o)" 
was published by Chikuma Shobo (Hiroshi Kotera, 
Chikuma Shobo, Ltd., 2009). It contains detailed 
introductions of the Wasan problelTIs appearing in 
the book. 
Now, in the historical novel "Sanpou 
Shoujo," there is a passage in which a young 
samurai, Sannosuke Mizuno, is triumphantly 
canying a Sangaku through a crowd of sightseers on 
his way to a shrine, where he intends to dedicate it. 
Seeing the Sangaku) local girl Aki, having been 
taught the same problem by her father and, being 
quite fond of arithmetic, cannot help but whisper, 
''Your answer is wrong." Hearing this, Mizuno's 
samurai COlTIparrions quickly surround Aki and 
press her to explain what about the answer is wrong. 
Aki, however, simply states, in an unwavering tone 
of voice, the correct answer. Mizuno then realizes 
his error, gives up on dedicating the Sangaku and 
willingly retun1S home. That is how the passage 
goes. 
The problen1 in the passage is as laid out 
below. 
The Problem from "Sanpou Shoujo" 
The problem on the Sangaku reads, "As 
shown in the picture, there is a triangle inscribed on 
a semicircle. If the radius of the circle inscribed on 
the triangle (white circle) matches the radius of the 
small circle in contact with the semicircle and one 
side of the triangle, what is the relationship between 
the diameter of the semicircle and that of the small 
circle?" This is a seemingly-simple, but somewhat 
difficult-to-solve problem. It is vel)' easy to read, 
and I think it will be a good source of material for 
introducing Sangaku to students. 
3.2. Solution to the Problem from "Sanpou 
Shoujo" 
First, let us the assign the letters ABC to 
the sides of the triangle, 0 to the semicircle, 0' to 
the small circle on the inside of the arc and 0" to the 
inscribed circle, as shown in the illustration below. 
Here, let us refer to the radii of the small circle and 
semicircle as R and r, respectively. 
~----------~~--~~~--~ 
1\ ~~::::::::J?:------- c:-
----.-----
5r 
\2R-5r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The problem from "Sanpou Shoujo" 
€ 
If we assign the letter D to the point of contact 
between 0' and CA; then: 
OD=R-2r 
By triangle mid-segment theorem, we get: 
BC=2(R-2r) 
If we then assign the letters E, F and G to the 
respective points of contact between 0" and BC, 
CA and AB; then: 
CE=CF=r 
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So: BE=BG=2(R-2r)-r=2R-5r 
AG==AF== 2R - (2R - 5r) = 5r 
Thus, AC== 6r 
Therefore, in tenus of triangle ABC: 
AB=2R, BC=2(R-r), CA=6r 
So, by the Pythagorean Theorem, we get: 
{2(R - 2r)}2 + (6r)2 = (2R)2 
¢:::> 4(R - 2r)2 + 361'2 = 4R2 
¢:::> -16Rr+16r2+36r2 =0 
r > 0 which gives us: 
4R = 13r 
From the above, we find that the relationship 
between the radii of the semicircle and the slTIall 
circle is: 
4 x2R =13x 2r 
However, Sannosuke Mizuno's Sangalru 
had the mistaken answer,"2R = 3 x 2r ," written on 
it. 
4 Sangaku ofKon'ou Shrine 
Kon'ou Shrine was established at its present 
location by Kawasaki Tosa-no-kami Motoie as a 
local samurai shrine in Kanji 6 (1092), during the 
reign of the 73rd Horikawa Emperor. 
Kon' ou Shrine 
The Kawasaki Clan had been granted the 
family nan1e of Shibuya for distinguished service 
rendered and the shrine itselfhad originally been 
called Shibuya Shrine. Later, the shline caJne to be 
called Kon'ou Shrine in honor ofKono'oumaru 
Shibuya, who had served Y oshiton10 Minmnoto aJld 
\vas renowned for his distinguished service during 
the Hogen Rebellion. Consttuction on the 
present-day shrine building was begun in Keichou 
17 (1612), during the reign of Hidetada Tokugawa, 
by Iemitsu Tokugawa's guardian, Tadatoshi 
Aoyama, and wet nurse, Lady Kasuga. Preserving 
the style of early-Edo Period aJ"chitecture, the 
present-day shrine gate was added in the 111id-Edo 
Peliod. 
In BWlji 5 (1189), after the decline and fall 
ofYasuhira Fujiwara of Oshu, Y OritOI110 Minan1oto 
dedicated a sword at the shIine in ren1en1brance of 
Kon'oumaru's allegiance to his father. At the san1e 
tiITIe, MinalTIoto also tt-ansplanted the 
"Usuwasure-no-Sakura" (Usuwasure Cheny) tree 
fron1 his estate in Kamegaya, KaJ11akura onto the 
shrine grow1ds, bestowing upon it the nan1e 
"Kon'ou Sakura" (Kon'ou Cherry). This tree has 
been designated by Shibuya Ward as a natural 
monument. Kon' ou Shrine is located in one of the 
more serene aJ"eas of Shibuya and is also filled with 
many historical artifacts. 
Here, I shall introduce three of the existing 
Sangalru ofKon'ou Shrine, along with translations 
of the texts of their problems into modenl Japanese 
and examples of methods for solving them for use in 
junior and senior high school classes. I shall also, as 
much as possible, touch upon how the problems 
were solved using WasaJl. 
4.1. Tomitarou Noguchi: The Sangaku of 
Minamoto-no-Sadanori (Sangaku 1) 
The following Sangaku was dedicated 
with the name Minamoto-no-Sadanori in Genji 1 
(1864). Its fan-like shape is different from the 
rectangular shape most commonly seen in Sangaku, 
making it a distinctive and rare example. The 
problem presents 3 circles--one large, one medium 
and one small-and seeks to find the diameter of the 
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large circle when those of the small and medium 
circle are given. 
Sal1gaku 1, Genji 1 (1864) 
Small Circle 
4.1.1. Sallgaku Problem Text 
As shown in the illustration, if the diameter of 
the medium circle3 is 9 sun and the diameter of the 
small circle is 4 sun, what is the dian1eter of the large 
circle? 
Answer: 36 sun. 
Explanation (formula): first divide the segment 
of the medium circle by that of the small circle and 
take the square root of that number. Then, subtract 1 
fi'om that number and square the result. By dividing 
3 The text reads "circle," but the illustration depicts 
spheres. In ~sa.l1, "segment" refers to diameter. 
that number by the segment of the medium circle, we 
can find the segment of the large circle. The resulting 
number is equal to the diameter of the large circle. 
Moreover, the Sangaku expresses the contact 
relationship between the large, medium and small 
spheres. That is, all three spheres are centered on a 
level plane. 
4.1.2. A Modern Mathematical Solution to the 
Problem of Sangaku 1 
Let a be the diameter of medium circle 0 1, b 
be the diameter of small circle O2 and x be the value 
of the diameter of large circle 0 3. 
Let A, Band C be the points of contact between the 
shared plane and the medium circle, small circle and 
large circle, respectively. Then: 
AB+BC=AC 
So, by the Pythagorean Theorem: 
AB=02H1=~(a+b)2 -(a-b)2 
BC =02H2 = ~ (x + b) 2 - (x - b) 2 
Thus: ~(a+b)2 - (a _b)2 +~(x +b)2 - (x _b)2 
=~(x+a)2 -(x-a)2 
2.[;b + 2~ = 2.j;;; 
Th t (.J; -~) ~ = r;b us, we ge : \j x \j aD 
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/ ~ 
-vx= I r;-
\}a-\}b 
( ~ J2 X = -ra--Jb (4.1) 
In short, a = 9 (sun), b = 4 (sun) gives us: 
( -J9X4 J2 ( 6 J2 X = -J9 _ -J4 = 3 _ 2 = 36 (sun) 
Moreover, the equation used (4.1) is: 
a ( ~ )2 
X= Fa-JE =U~-lJ 
This equation is exactly the same as what is 
described in the explanation (fonnula) written on the 
Sangalat. 
4.1.3. A Wasan Solution to Sangaku 1 
Wasan has fonnulas (jojutsu), which are used 
to solve problems. The fonnula used to solve this 
problem can be found as follows: 
Solution Using Jojutsu 
Answer: Let n, r2, r3 be the respective radii of 
the large circle, medium circle and sman circle. 
From this, we use the fonnula: 
1 1 1 
-+-=-
-{r:F,-F, 
Thus we get, 
111 
-{r:=-F,-F, 
1 F,--F, 
-{r:=F,-F, 
-{r: = F, -F, = F, 
F, --F, ~-1 
~-;:; 
E:X'Planation 
From the above, by assigning r1, r2, r3 to the 
respective radii of the large, n1ediun1 and slnall 
circles, we get: 
2~r2r3 +2~ =2N, 
Ifwe divide both sides of the equation by 2~11}ir3 
1 1 1 
we get: -+-=-
-{r:F,-F, 
4.1.4. How to Look atSangaku 
In general, Sangaku have an illustTation 
(picture) drawn on them and the illustration itself is 
the problem. 
(1) Problem text (2) Illustration (3) Answer 
(4) Explanation (jojutsu fOlmula) (5) Date of 
dedication, nan1e 
, 
The explanation/fonnula (4) lays out the 
method used to find the answer. These explanations 
often make use ofjutsu (fonnulas) which are unique 
to Wasan, such as the Fonnula of Ruien, and contain 
parts of those fonnulas or their results. 
A collection of these fonnulas, "Sanpou 
Jojutsu (Fonnulas of Arithmetic" (Gazen Yamamoto, 
Tenpou 12 (1841», was also published. 
4.2. The Sangaku of Takataka Y ouzaburou 
Yamamoto (Sangaku 2) 
The following Sangalat was dedicated in 
Ansei 6 (1859) by Takataka Y ouzaburou Yamamoto 
of the Saijou Domain4 ofIyo Province in.Shikoku. It 
4 The Saijou Domain's official residence in Edo was 
located near present-day Aoyruna Gakuin.It is thus 
thought that Yrunamoto happened to dedicate it at 
Kon'ou Shrine, which was just across Trunakawa Road 
(National Route 246). The Saijou Domain was a 
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is thought that it was dedi cated at Kon' ou Shrine 
because of the proximity of the shrine to the Saijou 
Domain's official residence in Edo. Also, as can also 
be seen from the photograph, this Sangalat has three 
problems. 
Sangaku 2, Ansei 6 (1859) 
4.2.1. Sangaku Problem Text (problem 1) 
/ J \~;Smal1 Circle, 
if! ~;Mediwn Circle, :k~;Large Circle 
subordinate domain of the Kishu Domain. 
As shown in the illustration, there are three 
overlapping circles: a large circle and two medium 
circles.' Six small circles are inscribed within the 
intervals where the circles do not overlap. If the 
diameter of the large circle is 593 sun, what is the 
diameter of the medium circles? 
Answer: the diameter of the medium circles is 463 
sun and a decimal number (remainder). 
Explanation (formula): first, extract the square root 
of 17 and subtract 1. Multiplying that value by the 
diatl1eter of the large circle and then dividing by 4 
gives the diameter of the medium circle. 
In other words, 
Numerical formula: 
593( -J17 -1) = 463.000409 
4 
(1) Solution to Sangaku 2 (problem 1) 
As shown in the illustration, let OCR) be the 
large circle, A(r) be one small circle, C(r) be another 
small circle and B(x) be the medium circle. Also, 
with D as the point of contact between the two small 
circles: BD=y 
As for .60AB: 
(R-r)2+x2 =(x+r)2 CD 
As for .60CD: 
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Asfor~BCD: 
? 2 2 y-+r =(x-r) @ 
In order to eliminate y from @, we make 
y = ~X2 -2rx 
and substitute in @. 
Then, in order to eliminate 2r from CD, we make 
R2 
2r=--
x+R 
and substitute in @. As the result of these 
calculations, we get the equation: 
x 3 +2Rx 2 -R2x _R3 =0 
Although it is possible to solve this problem 
algebraically using a cubic function5, because the 
value ofR is so large, I opted to use a calculator. The 
result was: 
x=237.774, -164.5, -666.2 
From the above: x= 237.774 
The diameter of the medium circle, then, is 
approximately 475.5 (sun). 
However, this value does not match what is written 
on the Sangaku. 
Note: Using Wasan, the answer was sought by 
calculating with a cubic function, similar to the 
Homer Algorithm. In the Edo Period, when methods 
for calculation were limited to the soroban (abacus) 
or sangi (calculation sticks), people worked to reduce 
the number of necessary calculations. 
In general, with the cubic equation: 
x 3 + ax 2 + bx + c = 0 you have: 
x
3 + ax 2 +bx+c = x{x(x+a) +b}+c 
5 In general, polynomials with more than five 
dimensions cannot always be solved algebraically. 
Looking at the number of calculations required, the 
left side, 
xxxxx+axxxx+bxx+c=O 
has 5 of x and 3 of +, thus requiting a total of 8 
calculations. 
The right side, x{x(x+a)+b}+c =0 
has 2 of x and 3 of +, thus requiring a total of 5 
calculations. 
It is thought that this problen1, as well, was 
calculated in a sin1ilarly-devised n1311ner and that, 
through such a process of calculation, a Inargin of 
en"or also emerged. 
4.2.2. Sallgaku Problem Text (problem 2) 
As shown in the illustration, there are four 
squares of equal size inside of a larger square. Also, 
there are two circles of equal size between the small 
squares. There is an oval TWming along the apices of 
the four squares and in contact with the two circles. 
If the diameter of the circles is 7392 sun, what 
is the length of the sides of the four squares? 
Answer: 7607 sun and a remainder. 
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Explanation (formula): First take the square 
root of 5 and add 2. Then, take the square root of the 
resulting number and multiple it by half of the 
diameter of the circles. 
Expressing the text of the explanation 
(formula) as an equation gives us the following: 
. ~ r;: 7392 EquatIOn: -V 5 + 2 x -- = 7607.000117 
2 
(1) A Modern Solution to Sangaku 2 (problem 2) 
Let r be the radius of the circles and 2a be the length 
of the sides of the squares. Also, as shown in the 
illustration, let us establish an X-axis and a Y-axis 
running between the midpoints of the sides of the 
Quter square. Let x be the side of one of the squares 
whose value we are seeking. 
From the relationship between the lengths, we get: 
2x+2r=2a 
y 
x 
As shown in the illustration, when the small square 
in quadrant 1 is in contact with the oval, the 
coordinates of its apex, P, are P( r, a - x). So, the 
equation for the oval is: 
X2 y2 
-+ =1 
a 2 (a - 2r)2 
By elinrinating a from the equation for the oval, 
using, a = x + r and creating an equation of x and 
r,we get: 
1'2 r 
---2 + =1 (x+r) (x-r)2 
Thus, we get the answer: 
x =~-J5 +2r =~-J5 +2 2r 
2 
This answer matches the answer given in the 
explanation (formula). 
4.2.3. Sangaku Problem Text (problem 3) 
........ 
............... 
chord 
As shown in the illustration, there is an arc and 
4 circles--one labeled kou and three labeled otsu, 
within a larger circle. If the diameter of lwu is 5 sun 
and the diameter of otsu is 4 sun, then what is the 
length of the chord? 
Answer: The length of the chord is 16 sun. 
Explanation (formula): 
chord = 20tsu 
f§Ftus --1 kou 
* This is the length of the chord when the diameter 
of the circle kou is expressed as kou and that of circle 
otsu is expressed as otsu. 
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(1) Solution to Sal1gaku 2 (problem 2) 
Let A be the center point of circle kou and B 
be the center point of the circle otsu (on the right). 
Also, as shown in the illustration, let C be the 
center point of the third circle, D be the center point 
of the outer circle, H be a segnlent of a perpendicular 
line drawn from B to the diameter of the outer circle, 
G be the point of contact between the central otsu 
circle and E and F be the start and end points of the 
chord whose length we are seeking. 
The diameters of the kou circle, the otsu circle, 
the third circle and the outer circle are expressed as 
2R, 2r, 2a and 2b, respectively. Also, the 
length of the chord is expressed as x and the length 
of AH is expressed as y. 
By the similarity of triangle: 
By the Formula of Keishigen: 
x
2 
= 4· 2r(2a - 2r) CD 
Because the power of point of G is equal for 
both the outer circle and the third circle: 
(2R + 2r)(2b - 2R - 2r) = 2r(2a - 2r) ~ 
In short, 
(2R+2r)·2b -{(2R)2 +2· 2R· 21'+21" 2a} = 0 @ 
By applying the Wasan's Formula of like 
cosine law to triangle .6ABD, we get: 
By applying the FOlmula of Soukogen to 
triangle6A.BD, we get: 
Ifwe elinUnate y from @ and @, we get: 
If we eliminate y by applying the [jou (ratio)s from 
@ and @, we get: 
{(2R)2 + 2R· 21' - 2b· 2R + 2b· 2r}(2a + 2R) 
= {(2R)2 + 2R· 21' + 2a· 2R - 2a· 2r}(2b - 2r) 
Putting these into order gives us: 
{(2R)2 + 2a· 2R - 2a· 2r}. 2b 
-{ (2R)3 + 2r· (2R)2 + 2a· (2R)2} = 0 @ 
If we eliminate the outer parts of the problem 
by applying the you (Ratio) fr01TI @ and @, we 
get: (2R + 2r){ (2R) 3 + 2r . (2R)2 + 2a . (2R)2} 
= {(2R)2 +2 ·2R· 2r +2r· 2a}{C2R)2 +2a· 2R-2a· 2r} 
(2b - 21')2 = (2R + 2r)2 + (2b - 2R)2 - 4(2b - 2R)y (2R- 21')' C2a)2 + {C2R)2 -2· 2R· 2r}. 2a -(2R)2. 21' = 0 
(2R)2 +2R·2r-2b· 2R+2b·2r- 2(2b -2R)y = 0 @ 
By applying the Wasan's Formula of like 
cosine law to triangle .6ABC, we get: 
By applying the Formula of Soukogen to triangle 
.6ABC, we get: 
(2a+2r)2 =(2R+2r)2 +(2a+2R)2 -4(2a+2R)y 
(2R)2 +2R·2r +2a· 2R-2a·2r-2(2a +2R)y = 0 @ 
Factoring gives us: 
{2(2R-2r)a-2R· 2r}(2a+2R) =0 
Thus, 
2R· 2r 2a=---
2R-2r 
Substituting this into CD gives us: 
2 ( 2R· 2r J 4(2r)3 
x =4· 2r -2r =---
2R-2r 2R-2r 
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Thus, 
2·2r 
x-
-lR_1 
2r 
Input the value: 2R=5 sun, 2r=4 sun, so: 
2x4 X={G=16 (sun) 
--1 
4 
Fit it the answer. 
Note 1: Houbeki (power of a Point) 
(1) When there is a fixed point, P, and a fixed circle, 
0, a straight line is drawn from P intersecting points 
A and B on circle O. PAxPB is then calledhoubeki 
(power of a point). 
~ P~D 
The hauheld is fixed in length. In other words, as 
shown in the above i11ustration: 
PAxPB=PCxPD 
(2) Furthennore, as shown in the illustration, another 
circle, 0', is drawn with shared points C and D. 
T 
PAxPB=PCxPD=PExPF (*) 
Also, as shown in the illustration, a straight line, QT, 
is drawn through the centers of circle 0 and circle 0' 
and the points of intersection are labeled Rand S. 
Also, by labeling the point of intersection between 
PD and QT as G, we find from (*) that the hauheld 
for point G is equal, giving us: 
QGxGR=SGxGT 
This thus leads us to equation @. 
In short, 
(2R + 2r)(2b - 2R - 2r) = 2r(2a - 2r) @ 
Note 2: The Formula of Keishigell 
As shown in the illustration, there are two 
points, A and B, forming a chord AB, on the 
circumference of a circle O. 
A bisector is drawn perpendicular to chord AB and 
its points of intersection with the circle are labeled C 
and D. Its point of intersection with the chord is 
labeled M. Segment eM is called shi. 
The fonnula expressing the relationship between 
the diameter of Circle 0, the chord and the shi, 
chord2 = 4shi(kei - shi) 
This is called the Formula of Keishigen. 
c 
shi < .. 
/,/M 
kei-Shi(\ 0 
D 
Proof: From bBCM C0 bDBM, 
CM : BM=BM : DM 
Thus, 
chord2 
--4- = shi(kei - shZ) 
In short, 
chord2 = 4shi(kei - shi) 
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Note 3: The Formula of Soukogen 
This formula is the same as the Law of 
Cosines that we study in Math I. 
For example, applying the Law of Cosines to 
triangle 
.tABD gives us: 
b ? ? b ? (2 - 21' t = (2R + 2r t + (2 - 2Rt 
-2(2R+2r)(2b-2R)cosLBAD (**) 
In other words, 
cosLBAD = AH = y 
BA 1 
-(2R+2r) 
2 
2y 
=--'---
2R+2r 
Thus, the above equation (**) gives us: 
(2b - 2r)2 
= (2R + 2r)2 + (2b - 2R)2 - 4(2b - 2r)y 
In such a way, Wasan created an equation 
without using cosines and applied it as a formula. 
This is called the Formula of Soukogel1. 
Note 4: Ijou (Ratio) 
The term ijou (ratio) refers to multiplying 
diagonally. Knowing the formula itself doesn't do 
much for you, but when performing variations in 
order to eliminate variables, as in formulas @ and @, 
it provides an invaluable perspective. Wasan 
mathematicians had a wide array of such invaluable 
perspectives at their disposal. 
4.3. The Sallgaku ofMasayasu 
Ebisawashouemon (Sallgaku 3) 
The following Sangaku was dedicated in Kaei 
3 (1850) by Masayasu Ebisawashouemon, a pupil of 
Shoudo MiZUl1okousitirou, who was a follower of 
Seki. This Sangaku features a sequential problem 
which was created by assigning the sequential 
indicators {an} to the names of the Twenty-Eight 
Mansions used in astronomy and astrology, in order 
from the east. The Twenty-Eight Mansions divide 
the sky ecliptic into the four cardinal directions, with 
seven mansions in each of the four quadrants: ~ 
(Hom, Spica), 1C (Neck, Virgo), tt (Root, Libra), 
)J} (Room, Libra), JL\ (Heart, Anatares), ~ (Tale, 
SCOlpius), and ~ (Winnowing Basket, Sagittarius) 
in the east; 5-1- (Dipper, Sagittarius), 4 (Ox, 
Capriconlus), -J;c (Girl, Aquarius), ).J[ (Emptiness, 
Aquarius), fr£ (Danger, Pegasus), ~ (Encan1pment, 
Pegasus), and m (Wall, Algenib Pegasus) in the 
north; ¥: (Legs, Andromeda), i= (Bond, Aties), 
F-1 (Stomach, Alies), ~ (Hairy Head, Pleiades), ~ 
(Net, TaU1us), ~ (TU1tle Beak, Orion), and ~ 
(Three Stars, Olion) in the west; and :;J=!: (Well, 
Geluini), * (Ogre, Cancer), iW~ (Wi1l, Hydra), £ 
(Star, Alphard), ~ (Extended Net, Crater), Jik 
(Wings, COlVUS), and ~ (Chmiot, Corvus) in the 
south. Because convenient sequential indicators like 
{an} did not exist at the tin1e, such a n1ethod of 
sequencing was used. 
Sangaku 3, Kaei 3 (1850) 
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4.3.1. The Text of the Problem 
As sho\V11 in the illustration, there are 15 
spheres with the names of 15 of the Twenty-Eight 
Mansions. TIle SUlU of the circul1lferences of the two 
spheres, aJ and a2 , is 16 sun,' the sum of the 
circumferences of the three spheres, as, a6 
and a 7 ,is 30 sun. In addition, the sum of the 
circu111ferences of the five spheres, all, a 12 , a13, 
a l4 and als is 63 sun. Find the circwnference of 
sphere al. 
Answer: 7.76321 sun and a luinute remainder. 
4.3.2. Solution to the Sangaku Problem 
TIus problem seeks to find the circwnference 
of the first sphere (ftJ) in a row of 15 spheres-as 
shown III the following illustration-when the SW11S 
of the circwnferences of sets of two, three and five of 
the spheres are given sequentially. 
as , 
By assigning sequential indicators, an' to the 
problem in the text, we get the following conditions: 
1
a t +a2 = 16 
as +a6 +a7 = 30 
all +a12 +a13 +a14 +alS = 63 
By examining the make-up of the sequence of 
numbers that meet these conditions, we can deduce 
the pattern: 
a = an
2 + bn + c (n = 1, 2, 3 L ) 
11 
1
5 a + 3b + 2c = 16 
Il0a + 18b + 3c = 30 
855a+65b+5c = 63 
.. 'a--~ b- 1079 Solvmg this, we get. - 10960 ' - 2192 ' 
997 
c=-
137 
Thus, the circwnference of the sphere (ftJ) we are 
seeking, aI, is: 
69 1079 997 
a =---+--+-=7.763321L 
1 10960 2192 137 
TIlls matches the answer on the Sangaku. 
Note: Looking at the explanation (formula), we see, 
"First nUluber: 69; middle nwuber: 5395; last 
number: 79760," with the line: 
So,(first number) - (middle number) + (last number). 
This is followed by the line: 
So, 
middle number-first number+ last number 
10960 
In other words: 
5395 - 69 + 79760 -69 5395 79760 
=--+--+--
10960 10960 10960 10960 
69 1079 997 
=---+--+-
10960 2192 137 
= 7.763321L 
Lastly we have the line: 
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"1~jIj f;jtJ5J -;f ~Fp~." 
Which means: this is how the length of the 
circwnference of the sphere, jIj, was found. 
Note: The Formula of Shousa 
The Formula of Shousa is a fonnula for 
detennining the coefficient of an integral function. 
5 In Closing 
The contents of the Sangaku ofKon' ou Sirrine 
are well-suited to the mathematical content taught in 
secondary education. The Sangaku are 
well-preserved and the characters are legible, making 
it easy for students to understand what they are doing. 
With the kind understanding of the chief pliest of the 
sIrrine, students at my school have, over several 
semesters, been able to observe the Sangaku directly 
as part of their field work for thelnatic studies and 
such. 
I myself, having thought for quite some time 
that the content of Wasan may become a 
breakthrough ushering in a new era of nlathematics 
education, have conducted demonstrative research 
into Wasan, including the usage of Wasan ge01netry 
teaching materials, the making of Sangaku and so on. 
I have also published my results through various 
organs, including this school's Research for Super 
Science High School, the Japan Society for 
MathelTIatical Education, Nationwide Wasan 
Research Symposiwns, and in this school's article 
collections. This year, I was fortunate enough to 
receive a grant-in-aid for scientific researc~ with 
which I, in order to tum the section of "The 
Development of Mathematics Teaching Materials 
Which Foster Greater Creativity, with Elnpirical 
Research" concerning the Sangaku ofKon'ou SIrrine 
into teaching material, I edited the content into an 
article. In the process, I presented my research in 
progress at the Fifth Nationwide Wasan Research 
Symposium (Nagasaki), where I received a lot of 
valuable knowledge and opinions. 
Actually observing genuine Sangaku 
alongside lny students while doing field work, I feel 
an inlpression ofho'A1 'wonderful Wasan is, and, with 
that i111pression, a strong sense of interest in the fact 
that such mathe111atical research was carried out 
dming the Edo Peliod. FmihelIDore, I felt that nly 
students' experience of making Sangaku, that is, 
having nly students 111ake Sangaku, added a new 
layer of depth to the content of 111y 1101111a1 classes. 
In addition, at last year's K01TIaba Akadenleia, 
we were platnung to hold public lectm"es for adults 
entitled, "A look at Edo Peliod 111athenlatics in 
Shibuya-run-aveling the distinctive J apat1ese 
custonl of Sangaku usingjmuor high and high school 
n1athenlatics," based upon the content of this article. 
What willlTIoden1 adults think: about Wasan and 
Sangaku culture? I would like to give a full report 
about that on another occasio11. 
At last, Tenchi Meisatsu was editied by Mr. 
Toh Ubukata, at1d candidated for the Naaki Award. 
This is a novel which feat1U-es Wasan, especially the 
Sangaku of Kon'nou Shline. In editing Tenchi 
Meisatsu, I knew my book Sangalcu Dajau was 
referenced by him So I am vel)' glad of the 
expanding of Edo culture Wasan, and that many 
people, especially ll1any students will get to be 
fatniliar with ll1athelnatics. 
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